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2014 was the warmest year on record     

Though it did not feel that way here in the NE United States!

https://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/maps/
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Land-ocean temperature index, 1880 to present, with base period 1951-1980. The solid black line is the global annual mean and the solid red line is the five-year lowess 
smooth. The blue uncertainty bars (95% confidence limit) account only for incomplete spatial sampling. [This is an update of Fig. 9a in Hansen et al. (2010).]

https://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/graphs/

https://pubs.giss.nasa.gov/abs/ha00510u.html


About this talk
• Look at some basic questions that are central in climate science


• What is climate sensitivity, how (and how well) do we know what it is? 

• Weighted strongly toward some things that I’m interested in


• Not really a talk about… 


✴Evidence for human influence on climate


✴Projected future climate change


✴Local and regional climate


✴Impacts of future climate change


• Pedagogical, not polemical



Energy EMITTED
=Energy IN    

(from Sun)

Energy     
REFLECTED

+

The Earth is a ball floating in space…

341 W m-2

102 W m-2

239 W m-2

Its temperature is determined by a 
balance between heating from the 
sun and cooling through radiation to 
space





The “forcing” — agents that cause energy 
to accumulate within the Earth system

https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/aggi/NOAA's Annual Greenhouse Gas Index
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Earth’s energy budget
All values are global, annual averages, expressed as deviations 

from a balanced pre-industrial state

“Radiative forcing”  
(new energy added to 

the system from 
greenhouse trapping)

“Climate response” 
(change in emission to 
space due to warming)

“Heat uptake” 
(change in energy storage 
in Earth system — mostly 

the oceans)

- =
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(“lambda”) is called the Climate Feedback parameter (W m-2 K-1)

A key assumption: warmer planet emits more to space (consistent with basic physics)

λ



Hypothetical climate 
change scenario

• Instantly double atmospheric CO2 — ∆F2x = 3.7 W m-2 
• Initially ∆T = 0, heat accumulates at a rate ∆Q = 3.7 
• Oceans warm up, surface temperature increases 
• Emission to space increases a bit, energy imbalance gets smaller 
• Rate of warming ∆Q gets smaller 
• Eventually… Earth returns to energy balance 
• ∆Q = 0

ΔF − λΔT = ΔQ
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Ultimately, how much warming do we get???



ΔT2x =
ΔF2x

λ
The eventual global average surface warming resulting 

from a doubling of atmospheric CO2

We’ve just calculated something called the 
Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity



ΔT2x =
ΔF2x

λ
The eventual global average surface warming resulting 

from a doubling of atmospheric CO2

We’ve just calculated something called the 
Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity

Quantifying ∆T2x (or ECS) is one of the central questions in climate science! 

Many impacts of climate change are expected to scale roughly with this number. 


Low sensitivity (∆T2x <= 1.5ºC) —> mild inconvenience


High sensitivity (∆T2x > 4ºC) —> a very different Earth for future generations 




ΔT2x =
ΔF2x

λ

So what’s the answer? How do we know it?

• ∆F2x = 3.7 W m-2 is reasonable well known 
• Almost all the uncertainty is in the value of the feedback parameter lambda 
• This measures the net effect of many processes that act to amplify (positive 

feedback) or dampen (negative feedback) the warming response.



Ice Albedo Feedback

�albedo� = reflectivity

Melting ice and snow Less reflective surface

More sunlight 
absorbed

Warming surface

A positive feedback…   warming leads to more warming





Clouds cool and warm the planet’s surface

Goosse H., P.Y. Barriat, W. Lefebvre, M.F. Loutre and V. Zunz. Introduction to 
climate dynamics and climate modeling. http://www.climate.be/textbook

The cloud feedback problem: How will 
each type of cloud change in areal extent 
and frequency of occurrence as the climate 
warms????    Enormously complicated



•Extremely complex computer codes to solve equations 
representing fundamental physical processes
•“All models are wrong, but some are useful”
•Our best way of quantifying the emergent properties of 
the complex climate system

Global climate models… 

Lots of different models with slight differences in the way processes are represented. 
That’s a good thing! Lets us sample some of the uncertainty in our climate projections.



IPCC, AR4, WG1, 2007

Progress in climate modeling (1)

1990

1995

2001

2007

Increasing model 
resolution typically 
means more 
simulation and less 
parameterization



Climate models require enormous computer power!

Somewhere in Japan

Somewhere in Albany

Higher resolution + more processes resolved + longer simulations + bigger ensembles = 
more computing resources needed



• 1979 (NAS “Charney report”): 3ºC ± 1.5ºC


• 1990 (IPCC first assessment): 1.5ºC to 4.5ºC, best guess = 2.5ºC


• 2001 (IPCC third assessment): “likely in the range of 1.5 to 4.5 °C”


• 2007 (IPCC fourth assessment): “very likely is greater than 1.5 °C and 
likely to lie in the range 2 to 4.5 °C, with a most likely value of about 
3°C”


• 2013 (IPCC fifth assessment): “likely in the range 1.5 °C to 4.5 °C 
(high confidence), extremely unlikely less than 1 °C (high confidence), 
and very unlikely greater than 6 °C (medium confidence)”

K
now

ledge and confidence increasing

ΔT2x =
ΔF2x

λ

History of climate sensitivity estimates
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History of climate sensitivity estimates

Why did low sensitivity become more likely between 2007 and 2013? 
Is this correct? 
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Box 12.2 |  Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity and Transient Climate Response

Equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) and transient climate response (TCR) are useful metrics summarizing the global climate system’s 
temperature response to an externally imposed radiative forcing (RF). ECS is defined as the equilibrium change in annual mean global 
surface temperature following a doubling of the atmospheric CO2 concentration (see Glossary), while TCR is defined as the annual 
mean global surface temperature change at the time of CO2 doubling following a linear increase in CO2 forcing over a period of 70 years 
(see Glossary). Both metrics have a broader application than these definitions imply: ECS determines the eventual warming in response 
to stabilization of atmospheric composition on multi-century time scales, while TCR determines the warming expected at a given time 
following any steady increase in forcing over a 50- to 100-year time scale.

ECS and TCR can be estimated from various lines of evidence. The estimates can be based on the values of ECS and TCR diagnosed 
from climate models (Section 9.7.1; Table 9.5), or they can be constrained by analysis of feedbacks in climate models (see Section 
9.7.2), patterns of mean climate and variability in models compared to observations (Section 9.7.3.3), temperature fluctuations as 
reconstructed from paleoclimate archives (Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.3.2; Box 5.1), observed and modelled short-term perturbations of the 
energy balance like those caused by volcanic eruptions (Section 10.8), and the observed surface and ocean temperature trends since 
pre-industrial (see Sections 10.8.1 and 10.8.2; Figure 10.20). For many applications, the limitations of the forcing-feedback analysis 
framework and the dependence of feedbacks on time scales and the climate state (see Section 12.5.3) must be kept in mind. Some 
studies estimate the TCR as the ratio of global mean temperature change to RF (Section 10.8.2.2) (Gregory and Forster, 2008; Padilla 
et al., 2011; Schwartz, 2012). Those estimates are scaled by the RF of 2 × CO2 (3.7 W m–2; Myhre et al., 1998) to be comparable to TCR 
in the following discussion. 

Newer studies of constraints based on the observed warming since 
pre-industrial, analysed using simple and intermediate complexity 
models, improved statistical methods, and several different and 
newer data sets, are assessed in detail in Section 10.8.2. Together 
with results from feedback analysis and paleoclimate constraints 
(Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.3.2; Box 5.1), but without considering the 
CMIP based evidence, these studies show ECS is likely between 
1.5°C to 4.5°C (medium confidence) and extremely unlikely less 
than 1.0°C (see Section 10.8.2). A few studies argued for very 
low values of climate sensitivity, but many of them have received 
criticism in the literature (see Section 10.8.2). Estimates based 
on AOGCMs and feedback analysis indicate a range of 2°C to 
4.5°C, with the CMIP5 model mean at 3.2°C, similar to CMIP3. 
A summary of published ranges and PDFs of ECS is given in Box 
12.2, Figure 1. Distributions and ranges for the TCR are shown in 
Box 12.2, Figure 2. 

Simultaneously imposing different constraints from the observed 
warming trends, volcanic eruptions, model climatology, and pale-
oclimate, for example, by using a distribution obtained from the 
Last Glacial Maximum as a prior for the 20th century analysis, 
yields a more narrow range for climate sensitivity (see Figure 
10.20; Section 10.8.2.5) (e.g., Annan and Hargreaves, 2006, 
2011b; Hegerl et al., 2006; Aldrin et al., 2012). However, such 
methods are sensitive to assumptions of independence of the var-
ious lines of evidence, which might have shared biases (Lemoine, 
2010), and the assumption that each individual line of evidence 
is unbiased and its uncertainties are captured completely. Expert 
elicitations for PDFs of climate sensitivity exist (Morgan and 
Keith, 1995; Zickfeld et al., 2010), but have also received some 
criticism (Millner et al., 2013). They are not used formally here 
because the experts base their opinion on the same studies as we 
assess. The peer-reviewed literature provides no consensus on a 

Box 12.2, Figure 1 |  Probability density functions, distributions and ranges 
for equilibrium climate sensitivity, based on Figure 10.20b plus climatological 
constraints shown in IPCC AR4 (Meehl et al., 2007b; Box 10.2, Figure 1), and 
results from CMIP5 (Table 9.5). The grey shaded range marks the likely 1.5°C to 
4.5°C range, and the grey solid line the extremely unlikely less than 1°C, the grey 
dashed line the very unlikely greater than 6°C. See Figure 10.20b and Chapter 10 
Supplementary Material for full caption and details. Labels refer to studies since 
AR4. Full references are given in Section 10.8.
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(continued on next page)

Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis (IPCC)

ΔT2x =
ΔF2x

λ
IPCC report (2013): multiple lines of evidence for climate sensitivity
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(continued on next page)

Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis (IPCC)

Predictions from climate 
models consistently medium 
to high sensitivity

ΔT2x =
ΔF2x

λ
IPCC report (2013): multiple lines of evidence for climate sensitivity
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(continued on next page)

Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis (IPCC)

Predictions from climate 
models consistently medium 
to high sensitivity

ΔT2x =
ΔF2x

λ

But some studies using the 
instrumental (observed) 
climate record argued for 
lower sensitivity

IPCC report (2013): multiple lines of evidence for climate sensitivity
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correspondence

To the Editor — The rate of global 
mean warming has been lower over the 
past decade than previously. It has been 
argued1–5 that this observation might 
require a downwards revision of estimates 
of equilibrium climate sensitivity, that is, 
the long-term (equilibrium) temperature 
response to a doubling of atmospheric 
CO2 concentrations. Using up-to-date data 
on radiative forcing, global mean surface 
temperature and total heat uptake in the 
Earth system, we find that the global energy 
budget6 implies a range of values for the 
equilibrium climate sensitivity that is in 
agreement with earlier estimates, within 
the limits of uncertainty. The energy 
budget of the most recent decade does, 
however, indicate a lower range of values 
for the more policy-relevant7 transient 
climate response (the temperature increase 
at the point of doubling of the atmospheric 
CO2 concentration following a linear ramp 
of increasing greenhouse gas forcing) than 
the range obtained by either analysing the 
energy budget of earlier decades or current 
climate model simulations8.

The response of the climate system 
to rising greenhouse gas levels is often 
summarized in terms of the equilibrium 
climate sensitivity (ECS) or the transient 
climate response (TCR). Both quantities 
are related to the global mean temperature 
change9 ΔT, the radiative forcing change 
ΔF, and the change in the rate of the total 
increase in Earth system heat content ΔQ 
(see Supplementary Section S1), by the 
global energy budget:

(1)=ECS
F2x ΔT

ΔF–ΔQ

(2)=TCR
F2x ΔT

ΔF

where F2x is the forcing due to doubling 
atmospheric CO2 concentrations. We use 
a value of F2x of 3.44 W m–2 (with a 5–95% 
confidence interval of ±10%) from ref. 10. 
Using a higher estimate11 of 3.7 W m–2  
would shift up our estimated ranges for 
ECS and TCR, but only by about 0.1 K (see 
Supplement Section S2). Both equations (1) 
and (2) assume constant linear feedbacks 
and (2) further assumes that the ratio of 

ΔQ to ΔT for the observed period is the 
same as that at year 70 of a simulation in 
which atmospheric CO2 levels increase at 
1% per year6,12, which is approximately 
the case over the past few decades if we 
exclude periods strongly affected by 
volcanic eruptions (see Supplementary 
Fig. S2). Equation (1) provides a lower 
bound to the fully equilibrated sensitivity, 
because delayed ocean warming at high 
latitudes can mask the impact of local 
positive feedbacks13.

For ΔT, we use the HadCRUT4 
ensemble data set of surface temperatures 
averaged globally and by decade 
(Supplementary Fig. S1). For ΔQ, we 
derive annual estimates of the change in 
total heat content of the Earth system for 
the period 1970 to 2009, by combining 
data-based estimates for all the main 
components of the Earth system (ocean, 

continent, ice and atmosphere); the ocean 
component dominates the heat uptake 
(see Supplementary Section S1). For ΔF, 
we use the multi-model average of the 
CMIP5 ensemble of climate simulations10 
with emissions that follow a medium-to-
low representative concentration pathway 
(RCP4.5). We include the historic record 
from 1850–2005 and the RCP4.5 scenario 
values from 2006–2010, scaled to match 
an ensemble of possible forcing estimates 
for 2010 (see Supplementary Section S1) 
to adjust for fast feedbacks and capture 
uncertainties.

The most likely value of equilibrium 
climate sensitivity based on the energy 
budget of the most recent decade is 2.0 °C, 
with a 5–95% confidence interval of 
1.2–3.9 °C (dark red, Fig. 1a), compared 
with the 1970–2009 estimate of 1.9 °C 
(0.9–5.0 °C; grey, Fig. 1a). Including the 

Energy budget constraints on  
climate response
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Figure 1 | Observations of the global energy budget and their implications. Observations of the global 
mean temperature change plotted against change in forcing minus heat uptake (ΔF–ΔQ) for the 
equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) (a) and against ΔF for the transient climate response (TCR) (b), 
for each of the four decades 1970s, 1980s, 1990s and 2000s and for the 40-year period 1970–2009. 
Ellipses represent likelihood contours enclosing 66% two-dimensional confidence regions; best-
fit points of maximum likelihood are indicated by the circles; and the curved thick and thin lines 
represent the 17–83% and 5–95% confidence intervals of the resulting one-dimensional likelihood 
profile in ECS (or TCR), respectively. All time periods are referenced to 1860–1879, including a small 
correction in ΔQ to account for disequilibrium in this reference period14. Straight contours show iso-
lines of ECS (a) and TCR (b), calculated using a best-fit value of F2x of 3.44 W m–2 (also adjusted for 
fast feedbacks)10. Uncertainty in F2x is assumed to be correlated with forcing uncertainty in long-lived 
greenhouse gases10. To avoid dependence on previous assumptions16, we report results as likelihood-
based confidence intervals.
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One influential study: observations of global energy 
budget cannot rule out low sensitivity, e.g. ∆T2x ~ 1.5ºC



ΔF − λΔT = ΔQ

The “Energy Budget” method 
using observations of global planetary energy budget to calculate climate sensitivity

Assume the observed period obeys our basic climate model

We can quantify these (global averages) 
from observations

Historical radiative forcing is reasonably 
well known (greenhouse gases, 
anthropogenic aerosols, volcanoes, etc)



The “Energy Budget” method 
using observations of global planetary energy budget to calculate climate sensitivity

λobs =
ΔFobs − ΔQ

ΔTobs

Then from historical observations we can calculate (with 
some uncertainty) the historical feedback parameter



The “Energy Budget” method 
using observations of global planetary energy budget to calculate climate sensitivity

ΔT2x =
ΔF2x

λ
Since Climate Sensitivity is given by

it then follows that, using historical observations, we can infer

ΔT2x =
ΔTobsΔF2x

(ΔFobs − ΔQ)

λobs =
ΔFobs − ΔQ

ΔTobs

Empirical measure of climate sensitivity, independent of climate models!  (??)



The “Energy Budget” method 
using observations of global planetary energy budget to calculate climate sensitivity

ΔT2x =
ΔTobsΔF2x

(ΔFobs − ΔQ)
The method is simple and satisfying… 

so simple that we often forget that it DOES depend on a climate model

λ2x = λobs
Specifically, the assumption is that 

.. the feedbacks for short-term climate variability ARE THE SAME 
as the feedbacks governing long-term greenhouse warming

But this is not true! 
Big thrust of recent research: understanding how and why 

lambda (i.e. the feedback) varies in time 
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200 km, with 47 vertical levels, whereas the ocean has a nom-
inal resolution of about 1.5� and 40 vertical levels. MPI-
ESM1.1 is a bug-fixed and improved version of the MPI-
ESM used during the fifth phase of the Coupled Model In-
tercomparison Project (CMIP5; Giorgetta et al., 2013) and
nearly identical to the MPI-ESM1.2 model being used to pro-
vide output to CMIP6, except that the historical forcings are
from the MPI-ESM. Each of the 100 members simulates the
years 1850–2005 (Fig. 1) and uses the same evolution of his-
torical natural and anthropogenic forcings. The members dif-
fer only in their initial conditions – each starts from a differ-
ent state sampled from a 2000-year control simulation.

We calculate effective radiative forcing F for the ensem-
ble by subtracting top-of-atmosphere flux R in a run with cli-
matological sea surface temperatures (SSTs) and a constant
pre-industrial atmosphere from average R from an ensemble
of three runs using the same SSTs but the time-varying atmo-
spheric composition used in the historical runs (Hansen et al.,
2005; Forster et al., 2016). The three-member ensemble be-
gins with perturbed atmospheric states. We estimate F2⇥CO2
using the same approach in a set of fixed-SST runs in which
CO2 increases at 1 % per year, which yields a F2⇥CO2 value
of 3.9 Wm�2.

We calculate � using Eq. (2) for each ensemble member,
producing values ranging from �1.88 to �1.01 W m�2 K�1

(5–95 % range �1.63 to �1.17 Wm�2 K�1), with an ensem-
ble median of �1.43 Wm�2 K�1 (Fig. 2a). In this calcula-
tion, 1(R � F) and 1TS are the average difference between
the first and last decade of each run. The spread in � de-
pends to some extent on how the calculation is set up – if
one used the difference between the averages of the first and
last 20 years, for example, the range in � declines from 0.87
to 0.48 Wm�2 K�1. Using longer averaging periods does not
further decrease the range.

We also calculate ECS = �F2⇥CO2/� for each ensemble
member, producing values ranging from 2.08 to 3.87 K (5–
95 % range 2.39 to 3.34 K) (Fig. 2b), with an ensemble me-
dian of 2.72 K. Thus, our analysis shows that � and ECS esti-
mated from the historical record can vary widely simply due
to internal variability. Given that we have only a single real-
ization of the 20th century, we should not consider estimates
based on the historical period to be precise – even with per-
fect observations. This supports previous work that also em-
phasized the impact of internal variability on estimates of �

and ECS (Huber et al., 2014; Andrews et al., 2015; Zhou
et al., 2016; Gregory and Andrews, 2016).

Previous researchers have questioned whether the histori-
cal record provides an accurate measure of � and ECS, and
we can check this by comparing the ensemble values to ECS
estimates from a 2 ⇥ CO2 run of the MPI-ESM1.2, which is
physically very close to MPI-ESM1.1. An abrupt 2⇥CO2 run
yields an ECS of 2.93 K in response to an abrupt doubling
of CO2 (estimated by regressing years 100–1000 of a 1000-
year run) – 8 % larger than the ensemble median. This is in
line with the 10 % difference in ECS estimated by Mauritsen

Year

Figure 1. Plot of annual and global average surface temperature
from the 100 members of the MPI-ESM1.1 ensemble (colored
lines), along with the GISTEMP measurements (Hansen et al.,
2010) (white line). Temperatures are referenced to the 1951–1980
average.

and Pincus (2017) to arise from the average CMIP5 model
time-dependent feedback but smaller than suggested in other
recent studies of ECS in transient climate runs (e.g., Armour,
2017; Proistosescu and Huybers, 2017).

Thus, there are a number of issues that need to be con-
sidered when interpreting estimates of � and ECS derived
from the historical period. In addition to the precision and
accuracy issues discussed above, it also includes the large
and evolving uncertainty in forcing over the 20th century
(Forster, 2016), different forcing efficacies of greenhouse
gases and aerosols (Shindell, 2014; Kummer and Dessler,
2014), and geographically incomplete or inhomogeneous ob-
servations (Richardson et al., 2016).

2 Why are estimates using the traditional energy
balance approach imprecise?

In this section, we explain the physical process by which
internal variability leads to the large spread in � and ECS
estimated from the ensemble. We begin by observing that
Eqs. (1) and (2) parameterize R � F in terms of global aver-
age surface temperature, TS. In model runs with strong forc-
ing driving large warming, such as abrupt 4 ⇥ CO2 simula-
tions, there is indeed a strong correlation between these vari-
ables (e.g., Gregory et al., 2004). However, because R � F

in such runs is dominated by a monotonic trend, correla-
tions will exist with any geophysical field that also exhibits
a monotonic trend, regardless of whether there is a physical
connection between the fields. Thus, one should not take the
correlation between R � F and TS in these runs as proving
causality.

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 18, 5147–5155, 2018 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/18/5147/2018/

Dessler et al. (2018), ACP 
doi:10.5194/acp-2017-1236

An uncertain world: many possible simulated climatic histories. 
Reality chose one particular path



Temperature trends, 2002 - 2012 (the “hiatus” period)

https://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/maps/

Anomalous cooling in central and east tropical Pacific
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Figure 3 | Comparison of recent Ts and LCC trends in AMIP (1980–2005), CMIP5-historical (1980–2005) and satellite observations (1983–2005).
a–d, Ensemble mean surface temperature and LCC trend in AMIP (a,c) and CMIP5-historical (b,d) simulations. e, LCC trend calculated from
artefact-corrected International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) satellite data21,22. Note that the colour bar in e is di�erent from c and d.
f, AMIP LCC trends plotted against CMIP5-historical LCC trends, for tropical (red) and global (black) averages, respectively (% per 30 yr). The solid black
line is the equal-value line, and crosses denote model ensemble mean values.

induced by the SST pattern instead of changes in tropical mean SST
(Supplementary Text 1 and Supplementary Fig. 6).

The above mechanism explains the abnormal decadal net feed-
back during the satellite era (1979-present), when surface warming
ismost pronounced over tropical ascent regions where deep convec-
tion occurs, with cooling over tropical descent regions, particularly
in the Eastern Pacific where low clouds are common (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 7). The pronounced warming in the tropical ascent regions
causes the tropical troposphere to warm and, in the absence of
equivalent warming in descent regions, causes the tropical EIS to
increase significantly (Fig. 2d), contributing positively to the LCC
trend.Meanwhile, the SST-induced LCC reduction over the broader
tropical oceans is not strong enough to compensate the EIS-induced
LCC increase (Fig. 2c). Altogether, the positive tropical mean LCC
trend results in a negative Rcloud trend (Fig. 2a), and hence a negative
decadal cloud feedback during this period (Fig. 1b) because the
negative Rcloud trend happens concurrently with a positive global
mean surface temperature trend. SST, EIS, LCC and Rcloud trends
also exhibit a clear spatial correspondence, confirming the physical
linkages among them (Supplementary Fig. 8). As a result, the recent
decadal feedback parameter is significantly more negative than the
values under uniform or patterned long-term warming (Fig. 1a)4.

To further demonstrate the importance of the SST pattern
in driving LCC trends, we compare 1980–2005 LCC trends in
AMIP with those in CMIP5-historical simulations (Supplemen-
tary Table 1). This comparison is valid because historical climate
forcings are identically prescribed in both AMIP and CMIP5-
historical simulations, meaning that di�erences are primarily the
result of di�ering patterns of SST change between AMIP and
CMIP5-historical simulations. In AMIP simulations, where the SST
is the same as observations by design, there is significant LCC
increase in the Eastern Pacific Ocean, Southern Indian Ocean,
and Southern Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 3a,c), qualitatively consistent
with artefact-corrected satellite observations21,22 (Fig. 3e and Sup-
plementary Fig. 9). In contrast, SST warming is distributed more
uniformly in CMIP5-historical (Fig. 3b and Supplementary Fig. 10),
and the model ensemble mean LCC trend is negative over much
of the tropical regions (Fig. 3d). Averaging tropically or globally
(Fig. 3f), the model ensemble mean LCC trend is positive in AMIP
simulations, consistent with our CAM5.3 simulations, and nega-
tive in CMIP5-historical simulations, consistent with LCC changes
under uniform and patterned long-term global warming (Supple-
mentary Fig. 11). These di�erences hold for individual models as
well: compared to historical simulations, the 1T (up, trp) trend is
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Climate models did not “predict” the hiatus.

Observations Models

Averaging over many simulations gives the “forced” response — 
the variability is not as predictable



In summer, the broad agreement between simulated and observed
SST remains over the Pacific (Fig. 3a, b) but the tropical influence on
SAT over extratropical Eurasia and Arctic is weak (Extended Data
Fig. 5b), and the increasing radiative forcing permits heatwaves to
develop in Northern Hemisphere continents and Arctic sea ice to melt.
(The model does not produce the record shrinkage of Arctic sea ice
because of model biases and natural variability in the Arctic.) We note
that the observed June, July and August (JJA) warming in western
midlatitude Eurasia is much more intense than in POGA-H because
heatwaves there (2003 in central Europe and 2010 in Russia) are associ-
ated with long-lasting blocking events unrelated to tropical variability16.
POGA-H captures the rainfall decrease and warming over the southern
USA, changes associated with prolonged droughts of record severity in
Texas17. The southern USA anomalies are probably tropically forced
(Extended Data Fig. 5b, d and f), for which winter–spring precipitation
deficits and land-surface memory processes are probably important17.
Likewise, during the epoch of accelerated global warming from the
1970s to the late 1990s, the southern USA appears as a warming hole18

(local warming minimum or cooling in summer), a spatial pattern that
is probably tied to tropical SST (Extended Data Fig. 6).

We present here a dynamic method for quantitative attributions of
decadal modulations of global warming. By prescribing observed SST
over only 8.2% of the Earth’s surface, POGA-H reproduces the observed
time series of global-mean temperature strikingly well, including inter-
annual to decadal variability. The comparison between HIST and POGA-H
indicates that the decadal cooling of the tropical Pacific is the cause of
the current hiatus. In addition, POGA-H reproduces the seasonal and
key regional patterns of the hiatus. The La-Niña-like cooling in the tropics
affects the extratropics strongly in boreal winter, causing global cooling,
a weakened Aleutian low, and an enhanced cooling over northwestern

North America among other regional anomalies. In boreal summer, in
contrast, the Northern Hemisphere extratropics is largely shielded
from the influence of the tropics, and the temperature continues to
rise in response to the increased radiative forcing.

Whether the La-Niña-like decadal trend is internal or forced is still
unclear. We note the following: (1) the tropical Pacific features pro-
nounced low-frequency SST variability (Extended Data Fig. 7), so large
that the pattern of modest forced response has not yet emerged from
observations (Fig. 1b); and (2) all the climate models project a tropical
Pacific warming in response to increased greenhouse gas concentra-
tions7. We conclude that the recent cooling of the tropical Pacific and
hence the current hiatus are probably due to natural internal variability
rather than a forced response. If so, the hiatus is temporary, and global
warming will return when the tropical Pacific swings back to a warm
state. Similar hiatus events may occur in the future and are difficult to
predict several years in advance owing to the limited predictability of
tropical Pacific SST. We have shown that such events are accompanied
by simultaneous characteristic regional patterns including an intensi-
fied Walker circulation, weakened Aleutian low and prolonged droughts
in the southern USA.

Although the radiation-forced response will become increasingly
important, deviations from the forced response are substantial at any
given time, especially on regional scales19. We need quantitative tools—
like our POGA-H—to determine the causes of regional climate anom-
alies17. The current hiatus illustrates the global influence of tropical
Pacific SST, and a dependency of climate sensitivity on the spatial
pattern of tropical ocean warming, which itself is uncertain in observa-
tions20 and among models21,22. This highlights the need to develop
predictive pattern dynamics constrained by observations.
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Figure 2 | Observed and simulated trend patterns in boreal winter for 2002–
2012. a and b show near-surface temperature and c and d show SLP from
observations (a and c) and POGA-H (b and d) in DJF. Grey shading represents

missing values. Stippling indicates regions exceeding 95% statistical confidence.
Purple boxes in b show the restoring region of POGA experiments.
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A clever use of complex climate model as laboratory:

Kosaka and Xie (2013), Nature 
doi:10.1038/nature12534 

Simulations where the 
surface temperature is 
pinned to observations 
only with the tropical 
Pacific box



Kosaka and Xie (2013), Nature 
doi:10.1038/nature12534 

In summer, the broad agreement between simulated and observed
SST remains over the Pacific (Fig. 3a, b) but the tropical influence on
SAT over extratropical Eurasia and Arctic is weak (Extended Data
Fig. 5b), and the increasing radiative forcing permits heatwaves to
develop in Northern Hemisphere continents and Arctic sea ice to melt.
(The model does not produce the record shrinkage of Arctic sea ice
because of model biases and natural variability in the Arctic.) We note
that the observed June, July and August (JJA) warming in western
midlatitude Eurasia is much more intense than in POGA-H because
heatwaves there (2003 in central Europe and 2010 in Russia) are associ-
ated with long-lasting blocking events unrelated to tropical variability16.
POGA-H captures the rainfall decrease and warming over the southern
USA, changes associated with prolonged droughts of record severity in
Texas17. The southern USA anomalies are probably tropically forced
(Extended Data Fig. 5b, d and f), for which winter–spring precipitation
deficits and land-surface memory processes are probably important17.
Likewise, during the epoch of accelerated global warming from the
1970s to the late 1990s, the southern USA appears as a warming hole18

(local warming minimum or cooling in summer), a spatial pattern that
is probably tied to tropical SST (Extended Data Fig. 6).

We present here a dynamic method for quantitative attributions of
decadal modulations of global warming. By prescribing observed SST
over only 8.2% of the Earth’s surface, POGA-H reproduces the observed
time series of global-mean temperature strikingly well, including inter-
annual to decadal variability. The comparison between HIST and POGA-H
indicates that the decadal cooling of the tropical Pacific is the cause of
the current hiatus. In addition, POGA-H reproduces the seasonal and
key regional patterns of the hiatus. The La-Niña-like cooling in the tropics
affects the extratropics strongly in boreal winter, causing global cooling,
a weakened Aleutian low, and an enhanced cooling over northwestern

North America among other regional anomalies. In boreal summer, in
contrast, the Northern Hemisphere extratropics is largely shielded
from the influence of the tropics, and the temperature continues to
rise in response to the increased radiative forcing.

Whether the La-Niña-like decadal trend is internal or forced is still
unclear. We note the following: (1) the tropical Pacific features pro-
nounced low-frequency SST variability (Extended Data Fig. 7), so large
that the pattern of modest forced response has not yet emerged from
observations (Fig. 1b); and (2) all the climate models project a tropical
Pacific warming in response to increased greenhouse gas concentra-
tions7. We conclude that the recent cooling of the tropical Pacific and
hence the current hiatus are probably due to natural internal variability
rather than a forced response. If so, the hiatus is temporary, and global
warming will return when the tropical Pacific swings back to a warm
state. Similar hiatus events may occur in the future and are difficult to
predict several years in advance owing to the limited predictability of
tropical Pacific SST. We have shown that such events are accompanied
by simultaneous characteristic regional patterns including an intensi-
fied Walker circulation, weakened Aleutian low and prolonged droughts
in the southern USA.

Although the radiation-forced response will become increasingly
important, deviations from the forced response are substantial at any
given time, especially on regional scales19. We need quantitative tools—
like our POGA-H—to determine the causes of regional climate anom-
alies17. The current hiatus illustrates the global influence of tropical
Pacific SST, and a dependency of climate sensitivity on the spatial
pattern of tropical ocean warming, which itself is uncertain in observa-
tions20 and among models21,22. This highlights the need to develop
predictive pattern dynamics constrained by observations.
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Figure 2 | Observed and simulated trend patterns in boreal winter for 2002–
2012. a and b show near-surface temperature and c and d show SLP from
observations (a and c) and POGA-H (b and d) in DJF. Grey shading represents

missing values. Stippling indicates regions exceeding 95% statistical confidence.
Purple boxes in b show the restoring region of POGA experiments.
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Pacific is similar in winter and in summer (Extended Data Fig. 4a),
stationary/transient eddies, which are the dominant mechanism for
meridional heat transport14, are stronger in winter than summer. As a
result, the tropical cooling effect on the extratropics is most pronounced
in winter (the seasonality of the temperature trend in the Southern Hemis-
phere extratropics is weak). The tropical influence on the Northern
Hemisphere extratropics is weak during the summer, allowing the
radiative forcing to continue the warming trend during the recent
decade (Extended Data Fig. 4b).

This seasonal contrast is evident also in HIST. For 1970–2040, a
period when the ensemble-mean global temperature shows a steady
increase in HIST, the probability density function for the 11-year trend
is similar in winter and in summer for tropical temperatures, with
means both around 0.25 uC (Extended Data Fig. 4c). The probability
density function is much broader for winter than for summer for Northern
Hemisphere extratropical temperatures (Extended Data Fig. 4d). The
chance of the 11-year temperature change falling below –0.3 uC is 8%
for winter but only 0.7% for summer in the Northern Hemisphere
extratropics (around 4% in the tropics for both seasons). The 11-fold

increase in the chance of an extratropical cooling in winter is partly
because the tropical influence is stronger in winter than in summer.

We examined regional climate change associated with the hiatus.
Although models project a slowdown of the Walker circulation in
global warming15, the Pacific Walker cell intensified during the past
decade (Fig. 2c). POGA-H captures this circulation change, forced by
the SST cooling across the tropical Pacific (Fig. 2d). As in interannual
ENSO, the tropical Pacific cooling excites global teleconnections in
December, January and February (DJF; the season is denoted by the
first letters of the months). SST changes in POGA-H are in broad
agreement with observations over the Indian, South Atlantic and
Pacific oceans outside the restoring domain (Fig. 2a, b). The model
reproduces the weakening of the Aleutian low as the response of the
Pacific–North American pattern to tropical Pacific cooling11 (Fig. 2c, d).
As a result, the SAT change over North America is well reproduced,
including a pronounced cooling in the northwest of the continent. The
model fails to simulate the SAT and sea-level pressure (SLP) changes
over Eurasia, suggesting that they are due to internal variability unre-
lated to tropical forcing (Extended Data Fig. 5a and c).
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Figure 1 | Observed and simulated
global temperature trends. Annual-
mean time series based on
observations, HIST and POGA-H
(a) and on POGA-C (b). Anomalies
are deviations from the 1980–1999
averages, except for HIST, for which
the reference is the 1980–1999
average of POGA-H. SAT anomalies
over the restoring region are plotted
in b, with the axis on the right. Major
volcanic eruptions are indicated in
a. c, Trends of seasonal global
temperature for 2002–2012 in
observations and POGA-H. Shading
represents 95% confidence interval of
ensemble means. Bars on the right of
a show the ranges of ensemble
spreads of the 2002–2012 averages.
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Pacific is similar in winter and in summer (Extended Data Fig. 4a),
stationary/transient eddies, which are the dominant mechanism for
meridional heat transport14, are stronger in winter than summer. As a
result, the tropical cooling effect on the extratropics is most pronounced
in winter (the seasonality of the temperature trend in the Southern Hemis-
phere extratropics is weak). The tropical influence on the Northern
Hemisphere extratropics is weak during the summer, allowing the
radiative forcing to continue the warming trend during the recent
decade (Extended Data Fig. 4b).

This seasonal contrast is evident also in HIST. For 1970–2040, a
period when the ensemble-mean global temperature shows a steady
increase in HIST, the probability density function for the 11-year trend
is similar in winter and in summer for tropical temperatures, with
means both around 0.25 uC (Extended Data Fig. 4c). The probability
density function is much broader for winter than for summer for Northern
Hemisphere extratropical temperatures (Extended Data Fig. 4d). The
chance of the 11-year temperature change falling below –0.3 uC is 8%
for winter but only 0.7% for summer in the Northern Hemisphere
extratropics (around 4% in the tropics for both seasons). The 11-fold

increase in the chance of an extratropical cooling in winter is partly
because the tropical influence is stronger in winter than in summer.

We examined regional climate change associated with the hiatus.
Although models project a slowdown of the Walker circulation in
global warming15, the Pacific Walker cell intensified during the past
decade (Fig. 2c). POGA-H captures this circulation change, forced by
the SST cooling across the tropical Pacific (Fig. 2d). As in interannual
ENSO, the tropical Pacific cooling excites global teleconnections in
December, January and February (DJF; the season is denoted by the
first letters of the months). SST changes in POGA-H are in broad
agreement with observations over the Indian, South Atlantic and
Pacific oceans outside the restoring domain (Fig. 2a, b). The model
reproduces the weakening of the Aleutian low as the response of the
Pacific–North American pattern to tropical Pacific cooling11 (Fig. 2c, d).
As a result, the SAT change over North America is well reproduced,
including a pronounced cooling in the northwest of the continent. The
model fails to simulate the SAT and sea-level pressure (SLP) changes
over Eurasia, suggesting that they are due to internal variability unre-
lated to tropical forcing (Extended Data Fig. 5a and c).
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mean time series based on
observations, HIST and POGA-H
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are deviations from the 1980–1999
averages, except for HIST, for which
the reference is the 1980–1999
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As goes the tropical Pacific, so goes the world… 



Zhou et al. (2016), Nature Geosci. 
doi:10.1038/NGEO2828
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Figure 3 | Comparison of recent Ts and LCC trends in AMIP (1980–2005), CMIP5-historical (1980–2005) and satellite observations (1983–2005).
a–d, Ensemble mean surface temperature and LCC trend in AMIP (a,c) and CMIP5-historical (b,d) simulations. e, LCC trend calculated from
artefact-corrected International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) satellite data21,22. Note that the colour bar in e is di�erent from c and d.
f, AMIP LCC trends plotted against CMIP5-historical LCC trends, for tropical (red) and global (black) averages, respectively (% per 30 yr). The solid black
line is the equal-value line, and crosses denote model ensemble mean values.

induced by the SST pattern instead of changes in tropical mean SST
(Supplementary Text 1 and Supplementary Fig. 6).

The above mechanism explains the abnormal decadal net feed-
back during the satellite era (1979-present), when surface warming
ismost pronounced over tropical ascent regions where deep convec-
tion occurs, with cooling over tropical descent regions, particularly
in the Eastern Pacific where low clouds are common (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 7). The pronounced warming in the tropical ascent regions
causes the tropical troposphere to warm and, in the absence of
equivalent warming in descent regions, causes the tropical EIS to
increase significantly (Fig. 2d), contributing positively to the LCC
trend.Meanwhile, the SST-induced LCC reduction over the broader
tropical oceans is not strong enough to compensate the EIS-induced
LCC increase (Fig. 2c). Altogether, the positive tropical mean LCC
trend results in a negative Rcloud trend (Fig. 2a), and hence a negative
decadal cloud feedback during this period (Fig. 1b) because the
negative Rcloud trend happens concurrently with a positive global
mean surface temperature trend. SST, EIS, LCC and Rcloud trends
also exhibit a clear spatial correspondence, confirming the physical
linkages among them (Supplementary Fig. 8). As a result, the recent
decadal feedback parameter is significantly more negative than the
values under uniform or patterned long-term warming (Fig. 1a)4.

To further demonstrate the importance of the SST pattern
in driving LCC trends, we compare 1980–2005 LCC trends in
AMIP with those in CMIP5-historical simulations (Supplemen-
tary Table 1). This comparison is valid because historical climate
forcings are identically prescribed in both AMIP and CMIP5-
historical simulations, meaning that di�erences are primarily the
result of di�ering patterns of SST change between AMIP and
CMIP5-historical simulations. In AMIP simulations, where the SST
is the same as observations by design, there is significant LCC
increase in the Eastern Pacific Ocean, Southern Indian Ocean,
and Southern Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 3a,c), qualitatively consistent
with artefact-corrected satellite observations21,22 (Fig. 3e and Sup-
plementary Fig. 9). In contrast, SST warming is distributed more
uniformly in CMIP5-historical (Fig. 3b and Supplementary Fig. 10),
and the model ensemble mean LCC trend is negative over much
of the tropical regions (Fig. 3d). Averaging tropically or globally
(Fig. 3f), the model ensemble mean LCC trend is positive in AMIP
simulations, consistent with our CAM5.3 simulations, and nega-
tive in CMIP5-historical simulations, consistent with LCC changes
under uniform and patterned long-term global warming (Supple-
mentary Fig. 11). These di�erences hold for individual models as
well: compared to historical simulations, the 1T (up, trp) trend is
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artefact-corrected International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) satellite data21,22. Note that the colour bar in e is di�erent from c and d.
f, AMIP LCC trends plotted against CMIP5-historical LCC trends, for tropical (red) and global (black) averages, respectively (% per 30 yr). The solid black
line is the equal-value line, and crosses denote model ensemble mean values.

induced by the SST pattern instead of changes in tropical mean SST
(Supplementary Text 1 and Supplementary Fig. 6).

The above mechanism explains the abnormal decadal net feed-
back during the satellite era (1979-present), when surface warming
ismost pronounced over tropical ascent regions where deep convec-
tion occurs, with cooling over tropical descent regions, particularly
in the Eastern Pacific where low clouds are common (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 7). The pronounced warming in the tropical ascent regions
causes the tropical troposphere to warm and, in the absence of
equivalent warming in descent regions, causes the tropical EIS to
increase significantly (Fig. 2d), contributing positively to the LCC
trend.Meanwhile, the SST-induced LCC reduction over the broader
tropical oceans is not strong enough to compensate the EIS-induced
LCC increase (Fig. 2c). Altogether, the positive tropical mean LCC
trend results in a negative Rcloud trend (Fig. 2a), and hence a negative
decadal cloud feedback during this period (Fig. 1b) because the
negative Rcloud trend happens concurrently with a positive global
mean surface temperature trend. SST, EIS, LCC and Rcloud trends
also exhibit a clear spatial correspondence, confirming the physical
linkages among them (Supplementary Fig. 8). As a result, the recent
decadal feedback parameter is significantly more negative than the
values under uniform or patterned long-term warming (Fig. 1a)4.

To further demonstrate the importance of the SST pattern
in driving LCC trends, we compare 1980–2005 LCC trends in
AMIP with those in CMIP5-historical simulations (Supplemen-
tary Table 1). This comparison is valid because historical climate
forcings are identically prescribed in both AMIP and CMIP5-
historical simulations, meaning that di�erences are primarily the
result of di�ering patterns of SST change between AMIP and
CMIP5-historical simulations. In AMIP simulations, where the SST
is the same as observations by design, there is significant LCC
increase in the Eastern Pacific Ocean, Southern Indian Ocean,
and Southern Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 3a,c), qualitatively consistent
with artefact-corrected satellite observations21,22 (Fig. 3e and Sup-
plementary Fig. 9). In contrast, SST warming is distributed more
uniformly in CMIP5-historical (Fig. 3b and Supplementary Fig. 10),
and the model ensemble mean LCC trend is negative over much
of the tropical regions (Fig. 3d). Averaging tropically or globally
(Fig. 3f), the model ensemble mean LCC trend is positive in AMIP
simulations, consistent with our CAM5.3 simulations, and nega-
tive in CMIP5-historical simulations, consistent with LCC changes
under uniform and patterned long-term global warming (Supple-
mentary Fig. 11). These di�erences hold for individual models as
well: compared to historical simulations, the 1T (up, trp) trend is
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Historical warming/cooling patterns are 
not good analogs for future warming…

Recent history, especially the “hiatus” in the 2000s:  
• suppressed warming of East Pacific  

• not entirely understood, but due to slowly evolving ocean circulation 
• Increased marine low cloud cover 

• Suppressed surface warming stabilizes the atmosphere, makes low 
clouds  

• More reflection of sunlight 

• slower global warming 
• smaller inferred climate sensitivity

https://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/maps/
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Figure 3 | Comparison of recent Ts and LCC trends in AMIP (1980–2005), CMIP5-historical (1980–2005) and satellite observations (1983–2005).
a–d, Ensemble mean surface temperature and LCC trend in AMIP (a,c) and CMIP5-historical (b,d) simulations. e, LCC trend calculated from
artefact-corrected International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) satellite data21,22. Note that the colour bar in e is di�erent from c and d.
f, AMIP LCC trends plotted against CMIP5-historical LCC trends, for tropical (red) and global (black) averages, respectively (% per 30 yr). The solid black
line is the equal-value line, and crosses denote model ensemble mean values.

induced by the SST pattern instead of changes in tropical mean SST
(Supplementary Text 1 and Supplementary Fig. 6).

The above mechanism explains the abnormal decadal net feed-
back during the satellite era (1979-present), when surface warming
ismost pronounced over tropical ascent regions where deep convec-
tion occurs, with cooling over tropical descent regions, particularly
in the Eastern Pacific where low clouds are common (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 7). The pronounced warming in the tropical ascent regions
causes the tropical troposphere to warm and, in the absence of
equivalent warming in descent regions, causes the tropical EIS to
increase significantly (Fig. 2d), contributing positively to the LCC
trend.Meanwhile, the SST-induced LCC reduction over the broader
tropical oceans is not strong enough to compensate the EIS-induced
LCC increase (Fig. 2c). Altogether, the positive tropical mean LCC
trend results in a negative Rcloud trend (Fig. 2a), and hence a negative
decadal cloud feedback during this period (Fig. 1b) because the
negative Rcloud trend happens concurrently with a positive global
mean surface temperature trend. SST, EIS, LCC and Rcloud trends
also exhibit a clear spatial correspondence, confirming the physical
linkages among them (Supplementary Fig. 8). As a result, the recent
decadal feedback parameter is significantly more negative than the
values under uniform or patterned long-term warming (Fig. 1a)4.

To further demonstrate the importance of the SST pattern
in driving LCC trends, we compare 1980–2005 LCC trends in
AMIP with those in CMIP5-historical simulations (Supplemen-
tary Table 1). This comparison is valid because historical climate
forcings are identically prescribed in both AMIP and CMIP5-
historical simulations, meaning that di�erences are primarily the
result of di�ering patterns of SST change between AMIP and
CMIP5-historical simulations. In AMIP simulations, where the SST
is the same as observations by design, there is significant LCC
increase in the Eastern Pacific Ocean, Southern Indian Ocean,
and Southern Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 3a,c), qualitatively consistent
with artefact-corrected satellite observations21,22 (Fig. 3e and Sup-
plementary Fig. 9). In contrast, SST warming is distributed more
uniformly in CMIP5-historical (Fig. 3b and Supplementary Fig. 10),
and the model ensemble mean LCC trend is negative over much
of the tropical regions (Fig. 3d). Averaging tropically or globally
(Fig. 3f), the model ensemble mean LCC trend is positive in AMIP
simulations, consistent with our CAM5.3 simulations, and nega-
tive in CMIP5-historical simulations, consistent with LCC changes
under uniform and patterned long-term global warming (Supple-
mentary Fig. 11). These di�erences hold for individual models as
well: compared to historical simulations, the 1T (up, trp) trend is
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Historical warming/cooling patterns are 
not good analogs for future warming…

Recent history, especially the “hiatus” in the 2000s:  
• suppressed warming of East Pacific  

• not entirely understood, but due to slowly evolving ocean circulation 
• Increased marine low cloud cover 

• Suppressed surface warming stabilizes the atmosphere, makes low 
clouds  

• More reflection of sunlight 

• slower global warming 
• smaller inferred climate sensitivity

There is no reason to expect 
this pattern to continue… 
and it is not continuing

https://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/maps/
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Figure 1. Equilibrium climate sensitivities inferred from amip (pink),
historical (purple), and long-term (yellow) simulations, with kernel density
estimates overplotted for visual clarity.

used; regressing over 5 year running means or simply subtracting the first
decade from the last (not shown) yields similar results.

Estimates of long-term ECS are those reported in Caldwell et al. (2014), which
were obtained by regressing annual mean temperature anomalies against
top of the atmosphere (TOA) energy balance changes (Forster et al., 2013;
Gregory et al., 2004). Because feedbacks in most models become more posi-
tive as time scales approach equilibrium (Armour, 2017; Gregory et al., 2015;
Proistosescu & Huybers, 2017), these estimates derived from 140 years of
the abrupt4xCO2 experiments are themselves likely to underestimate the
eventual climate response after many centuries.

3. Results
3.1. Apparent Equilibrium Climate Sensitivities in AMIP, Historical,
and Long-Term Simulations
Figure 1 shows the distributions of ECS inferred from the CMIP5 amip, histor-
ical, and abrupt4xCO2 simulations. The median value of ECS inferred from
amip simulations (1.8∘C) is significantly lower than the median inferred from
historical simulations (2.3∘C). Because amip and historical simulations use

the same forcing over the same time period, this suggests that the specific realization of internal variability
experienced in recent decades provides an unusually low estimate of ECS. This interpretation is subject to
the caveats of the perfect-model framework, including our assumption that the models as a group provide
realistic descriptions of the mechanisms underlying observed climate variability.

The median ECS value inferred from historical simulations is, in turn, smaller than the median “long-term”
value (3.1∘C). This suggests, as in Rose et al. (2014) and Armour (2017), that disequilibrium effects contribute
to an underestimate of ECS because model climate feedbacks become more positive in the far future.

The historical ECS range is large, with 90% of the samples in the range 1.6–3.9∘C. This variability reflects inter-
model variations in the inferred ECS and neglects the intrinsic uncertainty in estimating ECS over a 26 year
period; the resulting spread is comparable to the spread in long-term ECS estimates (2.2–4.4∘C). The distri-
bution inferred from amip simulations is more sharply peaked, although the long tail of high values means
that the 5–95% range (1.3–3.5∘C) is not substantially smaller. This sharper peak of ECS values arises because
amip runs represent a single set of SST conditions by construction, while historical simulations represent a far
wider range of possible SST patterns and hence pattern-dependent feedbacks. Still, the amip spread is quite
large, given that all models are forced by identical SST patterns and, we assume, similar radiative forcings.

Supporting information Figure S1 shows the inferred ECS for each of the CMIP5 ensemble members on a
model-by-model basis. The intramodel spread in ECS inferred from historical simulations is larger in all mod-
els than the spread inferred from AMIP simulations; this is unsurprising, because all members of the AMIP
ensemble experience the same SST patterns while the SST patterns in the unconstrained historical ensembles
sample multiple realizations of internal variability. However, the intramodel spread in ECS inferred from AMIP
simulations is nonzero and almost 1 K in some cases. The same general circulation model, forced by the same
radiative forcing and experiencing the same SSTs and sea ice, can yield different inferred climate sensitivities
over this short 26 year period. This suggests that while variations in SST pattern dominate differences in ECS
inferred from amip simulations, internal variability in the atmosphere and over land remains an important
source of variability in ECS estimates drawn from short observational records.

3.2. Relationships Between Sensitivities Calculated in Different Experiments
Many modeling centers submitted multiple amip and historical simulations. The distributions in Figure 1 are
calculated by giving each of these ensemble members associated with each CMIP5 model equal weight. We
can gain further insight into the differences between amip sensitivities and historical sensitivities by compar-
ing ensemble means on a model-by-model basis. Figure 2a, comparable to Figure S1 in Gregory and Andrews
(2016), shows the ensemble mean amip sensitivity and historical sensitivity for each model used to construct
Figure 1. In most models, the ensemble mean ECS estimate from historical simulations exceeds the ensemble
mean ECS estimate from AMIP simulations.
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Using the climate models to differentiate between past and future sensitivity…

The models get the correct 
historical surface temperature

The models predict historical 
surface temperatures from 
historical forcing

The models calculate future 
forced warming from 
increased CO2
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Figure 3: Comparison of the EffCS probability distribution function from a historical energy 

budget constraint (Otto et al, 2013), before (black) and after (colours) accounting for the 

pattern effect between historical climate change and abrupt-4xCO2.  ‘Red’ accounts for the 

pattern effect by scaling the historical feedback parameter λhist by the ratio (S=λ4xCO2/λamip) of 

the feedbacks found in the amip-piForcing and abrupt-4xCO2 simulations. ‘Blue’ accounts for 

the pattern effect by adding the difference in feedbacks (Δλ=λ4xCO2-λamip) to λhist (see Section 4 

and Table 1).  Box plots show the 5-95% confidence interval (end bars), the 17-83% confidence 

interval (box ends) and the median (line in box). 

Andrews et al. (2018), GRL 
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Reinterpreting observations of Earth’s energy budget 
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change
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Global climate models predict an 
uncomfortably large range of 
warming from unabated greenhouse 

gas (GHG) emissions. The most sensitive 
models show global warming in excess of 
10 °C over the coming centuries, reaching 
temperatures not seen since the Eocene — 
an epoch when sea levels were 70 metres 
higher and warmth-loving reptiles roamed 
the Arctic. Meanwhile, the least sensitive 
show temperatures reaching one-third 
of this level. Is this range of predictions 
realistic? The recent literature suggests 
not: up-to-date global energy-budget 
observations1,2 indicate a climate sensitivity 
below the modelled range, implying that 
future warming has been overestimated. 
Writing in Nature Climate Change, 
Mark Richardson and colleagues3 show 
that much of this disagreement stems from 
apples-to-oranges definitions of historical 
surface temperature change. Combined with 
two other independent lines of research that 
also call for upward revisions, it appears 
that climate sensitivity estimates have now 
been reconciled and are consistent with the 
modelled range.

Observational estimates of climate 
sensitivity — a metric of how much the 
world warms from GHGs — are based on 
historical measurements of global warming; 
the climate forcing that has caused the 
warming; and the heat being stored in the 
world’s oceans. High sensitivity is inferred 
when observed warming is high, climate 
forcing is small and heat storage is large. The 
widest range of climate sensitivity supported 
by recent observations1,2 is 1.0–4.0 °C, with a 
best estimate at around 2.0 °C. At face value, 
this suggests that models, with a range4 of 
2.0–5.6 °C, are altogether too sensitive. A 
metric of near-term global warming, known 
as the transient climate response (TCR), can 
also be estimated from observed warming 
and climate forcing. As Richardson et al. 
report, this too suggests that models are 
overly sensitive, with a range of 1.2–2.4 °C 
compared to the observation-based range of 
0.9–2.0 °C. But, are observations and models 
measuring the same thing?

Strictly speaking, climate sensitivity is 
defined as the global mean near-surface air 
temperature change that would eventually 
result from a sustained doubling of 
atmospheric CO2. ‘Global mean’, ‘near-
surface air temperature’, ‘doubling of 
atmospheric CO2’, ‘eventually’ — encoded 
in these conceptual chunks5 are the 
keys to understanding the challenges 
inherent to observation-based estimates of 
climate sensitivity.

A global mean is as it sounds — the 
area-weighted average of temperatures from 
all over the globe. And near-surface air 
temperature refers to air that is a couple of 
metres above the Earth’s surface, whether 
over land, ocean or ice. We can easily 
calculate these from model output, but 
confront a daunting task from observations: 
temperature records are sparse (lacking 
global coverage) and from diverse sources 
(such as ships and weather stations).

Here is where the analysis by 
Richardson et al. bears interesting fruit: 
those ship-based measurements are 
actually of the ocean’s surface layer, which 
has been warming at a slightly slower rate 
than the air just above. Guided by models, 

Richardson et al. show that accounting 
for this offset between sea-water and 
near-surface air temperatures leads to a 
9% increase in global warming estimates. 
Furthermore, they consider the impact 
of incomplete geographical coverage on 
estimates of global-mean warming, finding 
that the most poorly measured regions 
on Earth have also warmed the most 
(the Arctic’s temperature is inadequately 
sampled, yet sea-ice has disappeared 
before our eyes). This is a separate 15% 
effect3, meaning that global near-surface 
air warming estimates should be revised 
upward by 24% in total. Consequently, 
observation-based estimates of climate 
sensitivity and TCR must also be revised 
upward by 24%, resolving much of the 
mismatch with modelled values.

The findings by Richardson et al. become 
even more powerful when combined with 
other recent work. Although the third term, 
doubling of atmospheric CO2, is called for 
in the strict definition of climate sensitivity, 
the observed warming has been driven by a 
variety of climate forcing agents — primarily 
CO2, but also other GHGs such as methane, 
sunlight-blocking particles called aerosols, 
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Climate sensitivity on the rise
Recent observations of Earth’s energy budget indicate low climate sensitivity. Research now shows that these 
estimates should be revised upward, resolving an apparent mismatch with climate models and implying a 
warmer future.
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Figure 1 | Probability distribution of climate response to forcings. a, Transient climate response estimated 
from observations1 (black), and its revision following Richardson et al.3 (blue) then following Marvel et al.6 
(green). b, As with a but for climate sensitivity, with an additional revision for climate sensitivity 
appearing smaller than its true value7–11 (red). Histogram of climate model values shown in grey.
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Making best use of Earth observations to infer 
climate sensitivity… is a work in progress!

The simplest budget-based estimates 
are almost surely biased low — for a 

variety of reasons! 

Almost every serious attempt to 
correct these estimates using 

detailed knowledge of the workings 
of the climate system yield higher 

sensitivities. 

There is no compelling evidence that 
current climate models are too 

sensitive. 

(also… we cannot rule out very high 
sensitivity through these arguments) 



Conclusion: learning the right lessons 
about the future from the past 

• Climate change was/will be a combination of forced warming (more predictable) and complex regional variability 
(less predictable)


• Recent observations tell us about one (only) out of many possible histories


• There is (unfortunately) no such thing as a measurement of climate sensitivity — only fitting observations to 
climate models!


• Naively fitting to the simplest model of the global energy balance leads us astray in several ways:


• Pattern effects: parts of the world that warm the slowest (East Pacific, Southern Ocean) are (coincidentally?) 
also regions associated with strongly amplifying feedbacks (clouds and ice)


• Sensitivity inferred from any short-term period of warming is likely to be biased low. Future loss of marine 
cloud will give additional warming.


• The “hiatus” period of the 2000s is especially problematic! Anomalous cooling of East Pacific really 
exacerbated this low bias. This period was simply not a good proxy for future global warming.


• Other ongoing work: teasing apart effects of greenhouse gases from aerosols on past warming, biases in 
global temperature datasets, etc etc etc.


• Detailed studies, informed by nuanced physical understanding of climatic processes, show that a lukewarm future 
(e.g. sensitivity < 2ºC) is very unlikely.



Extra slides
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near-surface air temperatures leads to a 
9% increase in global warming estimates. 
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of incomplete geographical coverage on 
estimates of global-mean warming, finding 
that the most poorly measured regions 
on Earth have also warmed the most 
(the Arctic’s temperature is inadequately 
sampled, yet sea-ice has disappeared 
before our eyes). This is a separate 15% 
effect3, meaning that global near-surface 
air warming estimates should be revised 
upward by 24% in total. Consequently, 
observation-based estimates of climate 
sensitivity and TCR must also be revised 
upward by 24%, resolving much of the 
mismatch with modelled values.

The findings by Richardson et al. become 
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other recent work. Although the third term, 
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the observed warming has been driven by a 
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Figure 1 | Model historical and single-forcing transient and equilibrium sensitivities. a, Non-overlapping ensemble average decadal mean changes in
temperature and instantaneous radiative forcing for GISS-E2-R single-forcing ensembles (filled circles). TCR is calculated from the slope of the best-fit line.
Also shown are 1996–2005 temperature changes and e�ective radiative forcing (open circles). In this case, TCR is the quotient of the temperature and ERF
estimates. Following ref. 4, straight grey contours show isolines of TCR from 0 to 4. b, Same, but changes in the rate of ocean heat uptake are subtracted
from forcing changes. ECS is calculated from the slope of the best-fit line (for iRF) or from the quotient (for ERF). c, 1996–2005 average 1T and
instantaneous (filled arrows) and e�ective (white arrows) radiative forcing for each single-forcing experiment. The transient climate response for each
experiment in each case is the slope of the line. The vector sum of the single-forcing values does not substantially di�er from the historical values (circles)
and the TCR of the sum and historical experiments is less than that of the GHG-only experiment. The published GISS-E2-R TCR (1.4 �C) is shown as a
dashed black line. d, Same as c, but the x axis shows the di�erence of 1996–2005 average forcing and estimated ocean heat uptake. The slope of each line
is the equilibrium climate sensitivity. The published GISS-E2-R ECS (2.3 �C) is shown as a dashed black line.

For each decade, we plot the temperature anomaly versus forcing
(for TCR, Fig. 1a) or the di�erence between forcing and ocean heat
uptake anomalies (for ECS, Fig. 1b). Using

1F =�TCR1T ; 1F =�ECS1T +1Q (1)

we calculate � as the slope of the best-fit line in both cases4. Using
only the first and last decades gives comparable results. The TCR
and ECS are then given by

TCR= F2⇥CO2

�TCR
; ECS= F2⇥CO2

�ECS
(2)

where F2⇥CO2 = 4.1Wm�2 is the model forcing (iRF) for CO2
doubling13. These linear methods assume that both �ECS and �TCR
are constant in time, despite evidence27 that this may result in an
underestimate of the ‘true’ values.

The ratios of single-forcing TCR and ECS to CO2-only TCR
and ECS define transient and equilibrium e�cacies, respectively13.

These are measures of the enhancement (or suppression) of the
climate response to the forcing relative to the climate response to
CO2. Supplementary Table 1 lists the transient and equilibrium
e�cacies calculated from the GISS-E2-R single-forcing runs, along
with uncertainties derived from the five-member ensembles for
each forcing.

The global mean climate responses to di�erent forcings may
di�er because of the character of the forcings themselves (such as
their geographical or vertical distribution) and because di�erent
forcings induce di�erent patterns of surface warming or cooling,
thereby a�ecting the net top-of-atmosphere radiation imbalance,
and thus the ocean heat uptake rate 1Q. The evolving pattern
of temperature change may be incorporated into a global mean
framework as an ‘ocean heat uptake e�cacy’18. Our methodology
does not di�erentiate between these two physical mechanisms,
and we note that a substantial portion of what we call ‘forcing
e�cacy’ may be due to di�erences between the ocean heat uptake
induced by CO2 forcing and the heat uptake induced by the forcing
in question.
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“Radiative forcing”: sources of energy to the climate 
system

Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis 
(IPCC)

The total energy input 
into the climate system 
by human activities 
over the industrial era 
is about 2.3 W m-2. 

CO2 from fossil fuel 
combustion is the single 
largest culprit.
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Box 1.1 |  Description of Future Scenarios

Long-term climate change projections require assumptions on human activities or natural effects that could alter the climate over 
decades and centuries. Defined scenarios are useful for a variety of reasons, e.g., assuming specific time series of emissions, land use, 
atmospheric concentrations or RF across multiple models allows for coherent climate model intercomparisons and synthesis. Scenarios 
can be formed in a range of ways, from simple, idealized structures to inform process understanding, through to comprehensive 
scenarios produced by Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs) as internally consistent sets of assumptions on emissions and socio-
economic drivers (e.g., regarding population and socio-economic development).

Idealized Concentration Scenarios
As one example of an idealized concentration scenario, a 1% yr–1 compound increase of atmospheric CO2 concentration until a doubling 
or a quadrupling of its initial value has been widely used in the past (Covey et al., 2003). An exponential increase of CO2 concentrations 
induces an essentially linear increase in RF (Myhre et al., 1998) due to a ‘saturation effect’ of the strong absorbing bands. Such a linear 
ramp function is highly useful for comparative diagnostics of models’ climate feedbacks and inertia. The CMIP5 intercomparison project 
again includes such a stylized pathway up to a quadrupling of CO2 concentrations, in addition to an instantaneous quadrupling case.

The Socio-Economic Driven SRES Scenarios
The SRES suite of scenarios were developed using IAMs and resulted from specific socio-economic scenarios from storylines about future 
demographic and economic development, regionalization, energy production and use, technology, agriculture, forestry and land use 
(IPCC, 2000). The climate change projections undertaken as part of CMIP3 and discussed in AR4 were based primarily on the SRES A2, 
A1B and B1 scenarios. However, given the diversity in models’ carbon cycle and chemistry schemes, this approach implied differences in 
models’ long lived GHG and aerosol concentrations for the same emissions scenario. As a result of this and other shortcomings, revised 
scenarios were developed for AR5 to allow atmosphere-ocean general circulation model (AOGCM) (using concentrations) simulations 
to be compared with those ESM simulations that use emissions to calculate concentrations.

Representative Concentration Pathway Scenarios and Their Extensions
Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) scenarios (see Section 12.3 for a detailed description of the scenarios; Moss et al., 2008; 
Moss et al., 2010; van Vuuren et al., 2011b) are new scenarios that specify concentrations and corresponding emissions, but are not 
directly based on socio-economic storylines like the SRES scenarios. The RCP scenarios are based on a different approach and include 
more consistent short-lived gases and land use changes. They are not necessarily more capable of representing future developments 
than the SRES scenarios. Four RCP scenarios were selected from the published literature (Fujino et al., 2006; Smith and Wigley, 2006; 
Riahi et al., 2007; van Vuuren et al., 2007; Hijioka et al., 2008; Wise et al., 2009) and updated for use within CMIP5 (Masui et al., 
2011; Riahi et al., 2011; Thomson et al., 2011; van Vuuren et al., 2011a). The four scenarios are identified by the 21st century peak or 
stabilization value of the RF derived by the reference model (in W m–2) (Box 1.1, Figure 1): the lowest RCP, RCP2.6 (also referred to as 

Box 1.1, Figure 1 |  Total RF (anthropogenic plus natural) for RCPs and extended concentration pathways (ECP)—for RCP2.6, RCP4.5, and RCP6, RCP8.5, as well as a 
supplementary extension RCP6 to 4.5 with an adjustment of emissions after 2100 to reach RCP4.5 concentration levels in 2250 and thereafter. Note that the stated RF 
levels refer to the illustrative default median estimates only. There is substantial uncertainty in current and future RF levels for any given scenario. Short-term variations 
in RF are due to both volcanic forcings in the past (1800–2000) and cyclical solar forcing assuming a constant 11-year solar cycle (following the CMIP5 recommenda-
tion), except at times of stabilization. (Reproduced from Figure 4 in Meinshausen et al., 2011.)
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42 different possible futures 
under one particular 
radiative forcing scenario
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Figure 12.9 |  Surface air temperature change in 2081–2100 displayed as anomalies with respect to 1986–2005 for RCP4.5 from one ensemble member of each of the concen-
tration-driven models available in the CMIP5 archive.

Annual mean surface air temperature change (RCP4.5: 2081-2100)

by Santer et al. (1990) and revisited later by numerous studies (e.g., 
Huntingford and Cox, 2000). It relies on the existence of robust geo-
graphical patterns of change, emerging at the time when the response 
to external forcings emerges from the noise, and persisting across the 
length of the simulation, across different scenarios, and even across 
models, modulated by the corresponding changes in global average 
temperature. The robustness of temperature change patterns has 
been amply documented from the original paper onward. An example 

is given in Figure 12.9 for surface air temperature from each of the 
CMIP5 models highlighting both similarities and differences between 
the responses of different models. The precipitation pattern was shown 
to scale linearly with global average temperature to a sufficient accu-
racy in CMIP3 models (Neelin et al., 2006) for this to be useful for 
projections related to the hydrological cycle. Shiogama et al. (2010b) 
find similar results with the caution that in the early stages of warming 
aerosols modify the pattern. A more mixed evaluation can be found in 

Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis (IPCC)



physical units (e.g., as the total linear change over the
51-yr period; e.g., in 8C for air temperature andmmday21

for precipitation). Similar results are obtained using ep-
och differences between 2051–60 and 2010–19 in place of
linear trends (see also Deser et al. 2012b).
We make use of the following observational datasets

to validate the models’ decadal variability: air tem-
perature from the Merged Land–Ocean Surface Tem-
perature analysis (MLOST) version 3.5 (Vose et al.
2012) on a 58 latitude/longitude grid; precipitation from
the Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC;
Becher et al. 2013) dataset on a 18 grid; and sea level
pressure from the Twentieth-Century Reanalysis (20CR;
Compo et al. 2011) on a 28 grid. We use data over the
period 1900–2010 for each dataset.

3. Results

a. Overview of SAT and precipitation trends

The complete set of seasonal surface air temperature
(SAT) and precipitation trends projected for 2010–60
from each run of CCSM3 and ECHAM5 is presented in
Figs. S1–S6 in the supplementary materials. Here we
show a subset of the results to illustrate some key points.

Winter SAT trends over the next 50 yr display consid-
erable diversity across the CCSM3 40-member ensem-
ble, despite each simulation being subject to identical
radiative forcing (Fig. 1). For example, some ensemble
members exhibit amplified warming (.58C) over Can-
ada (runs 6, 15, 26, and 36) while others show cooling
over portions of the United States (runs 4, 16, 28, 36,
and 40). The canonical signature of poleward amplifi-
cation is evident in many of the runs, while others lack
this structure, favoring instead an east–west contrast in
warming magnitude (runs 12, 13, 29, 33, and 35). The
17-member ECHAM5 ensemble exhibits qualitatively
similar diversity in winter SAT trends (Fig. S3).
Figure 2 shows the projected (2010–60) trends in sum-

mer precipitation for each of the 40 CCSM3 ensemble
members. The largest amplitude trends (61mmday21)
generally occur over the central United States: however,
their polarity varies considerably from member to mem-
ber. For example, runs 3, 11, 12, 26, and 27 exhibit positive
precipitation trends in this region while runs 1, 9, 16, 21,
and 39 show negative trends. A similar diversity in the
polarity of summer precipitation trends is present in the
17-member ECHAM5 ensemble (Fig. S6). In fact, sum-
mer precipitation trends in ECHAM5 show somewhat

FIG. 1. Winter SAT trends [2010–60; 8C (51 yr)21] from each of the 40 CCSM3 ensemble members.
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50-year warming trends simulated in a single climate model… 
each one of these scenarios is equally likely! 
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Averaging over all these 40 simulations gives the “forced warming” — the part of the 
future change attributable to increased greenhouse gases


